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BACKGROUND: There have been few reports on the clinical significance of the fibrinogen
degradation product (FDP) level in trauma patients with and without head injury. We retrospectively
analyzed trauma patients with or without head injury to investigate the clinical significance of the FDP level.
METHODS: From April 2013 to June 2015, a medical chart review was retrospectively
performed for all patients with trauma. The exclusion criteria included patients who did not receive a
transfusion. The patients were divided into two groups: a FDP>100 group, which included patients
who had an FDP level on arrival over 100 ng/mL, and a FDP≤100 group.
RESULTS: The ratio of open fractures and the prothrombin ratio in the FDP>100 group were
significantly smaller than those observed in the FDP≤100 group. The average age, ratio of blunt
injury, Injury Severity Score (ISS), volume of transfusion and mortality ratio in the FDP>100 group
were significantly greater than those in the FDP≤100 group. There was a weakly positive correlation
between the FDP level and ISS (R=0.35, P=0.002), but it was not associated with the transfusion
volume. The results of an analysis excluding patients with head injury showed a similar tendency.
CONCLUSION: The FDP levels may be a useful biochemical parameter for the initial evaluation
of the severity of trauma and mortality even in blunt traumatized patients without head injury or with
stable vital signs.
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INTRODUCTION
Brain tissue contains a rich tissue plasminogen
activator. When the brain tissue is damaged, elevated
fibrinogen degradation product (FDP) levels are
recognized as a result of fibrinolysis by the released
tissue plasminogen activator. For head injured patients,
the level of FDP on arrival has been reported to be a
useful biochemical marker to predict the deterioration
of a hematoma, severity and mortality. [1–3] However,
few reports have investigated the clinical significance of
the FDP level for trauma patients without head injury.
Zhang et al [4] reported that elevated plasma D-dimer
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levels, which have a strongly positive correlation with
the FDP level, were common in orthopedic trauma cases,
and the D-dimer level and the number of fractures in
trauma patients were closely correlated. Accordingly, the
authors concluded that the D-dimer level was not only
an indicator for the diagnosis of deep vein thrombosis
and pulmonary embolus, but also an indicator of the
severity of trauma in acute orthopedic trauma patients.
Other reports have also indicated that the level of FDP
on arrival is a useful biochemical marker to predict the
injury severity, volume of transfusion and mortality of
trauma patients. [5–8] However, these reports included
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patients with head injury, so the existence of patients
with head injury affected their results. Accordingly, we
retrospectively analyzed trauma patients with or without
head injury to investigate the clinical significance of the
FDP level.
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METHODS
The protocol of this retrospective study was
approved by the review board of Juntendo Shizuoka
Hospital, and all examinations were conducted according
to the standards of good clinical practice and the Helsinki
Declaration.
The Department of Acute Critical Care Medicine,
Juntendo Shizuoka Hospital, which is a hospital with
552 beds in the Izu Peninsula at Shizuoka Prefecture
located near Tokyo, serves a population of approximately
270 000. The helicopter parks at our hospital, and
the emergency medical system of physician-staffed
emergency helicopters in Eastern Shizuoka Prefecture,
primarily transports patients with severe conditions from
Izu Peninsula to our hospital. Our department mainly
treats patients with severe trauma, cardiopulmonary
arrest, unconsciousness, convulsion, intoxication and
unstable vital signs. When we treat these trauma patients,
we typically perform a biochemical analysis which
includes the FDP level.
The purpose of the present study was to evaluate
the clinical significance of FDP in an attempt to prevent
mortality, assess the need for transfusion, evaluate the
severity of injury among patients with moderate and
severe trauma, and investigate the factors that influence
the FDP level. From April 2013 to June 2015, a medical
chart review was retrospectively performed for all
patients with trauma. Cases of trauma were recorded as
"trauma" in our hospital database. The excluded patients
were those who did not receive a transfusion, and those
with moderate and severe trauma.[9–13] The results of a
pre-review indicated that the minimum FDP levels of the
mortality cases were over 100 ng/mL [except for patients
with a cut wound (Figure 1)]. The patients were divided
into two groups: an FDP>100 group, patients whose FDP
level on arrival >100 ng/mL; and an FDP≤100 group,
patients whose FDP level on arrival ≤100 ng/mL. At first,
data on patient's gender, age, systolic blood pressure,
heart rate, Glasgow Coma Scale on arrival, type of injury
(blunt versus penetrating), mechanism of injury (traffic
accident, fall or others), Injury Severity Score (ISS),
ratio of head injury, ratio of open fracture, level of FDP,
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Figure 1. A scattergram of the FDP values among the mortality cases.
Among the blunt trauma mortality cases (head injury, white circle;
without head injury, back circle), the minimum FDP value was 104 ng/mL
(with the exception of the penetrating wound cases [triangle]).

hemoglobin, creatine phosphokinase (CPK), prothrombin
ratio, volume of transfusion and mortality rate were
analyzed between the two groups. Then, the same data
excluding the ratio of head injury were analyzed between
the two groups after the exclusion of patients with
intracranial lesions, such as subarachnoid hemorrhage or
cerebral contusion, confirmed by computed tomography.
The correlation between the FDP level and ISS or
transfusion volume was also analyzed.
Statistical analyses were performed using the non-paired
Student's t test, the paired Student's t test, the Chi-square
test or correlation as appropriate. A P value of <0.05 was
considered to indicate a statistically significant difference.
All data were presented as the mean±standard error.

RESULTS
During the investigation, 2 041 patients were treated
in the emergency room. Among these patients, 1 098
were trauma patients. In the 1 098 patients, 997 patients
who did not receive a transfusion were excluded, and 101
were enrolled as study subjects. There were 57 patients
in the FDP>100 group and 44 patients in the FDP≤100
group. Among the subjects, the minimum ISS was 4; thus
mild trauma patients could be excluded because in all
patients, the Abbreviated Injury Scale (AIS) was at least
2 (moderate injury).
The results of an analysis including all subjects are
shown in Table 1. There were no significant differences
between the two groups in vital signs, ratio of head
injury, level of hemoglobin and CPK. However, the
ratio of open fractures and the prothrombin ratio in the
FDP>100 group were significantly smaller than those
in the FDP≤100 group. The average age, ratio of blunt
injury, ISS, volume of transfusion and mortality ratio
in the FDP>100 group were significantly greater than
www.wjem.org
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Table 1. The demographic and clinical characteristics according to the
FDP level in all patients including those with head injuries
FDP>100
FDP≤100
Variables
P value
(n=57)
(n=44)
Age (years)
66.8±2.7
58.3±3.0
<0.05
Sex (M/F)
30/27
31/13
0.10
Systolic blood pressure (mmHg) 103.5±5.5
118.2±6.9
n.s.
Heart rate (beats/minute)
83.4±3.5
85.3±3.9
n.s.
Glasgow Coma Scale
11.7±0.5
11.6±0.6
n.s.
Type of injury, n (%)
<0.01
Blunt
57 (100)
38 (86.4)
Penetrating
0
6 (13.6)
Mechanism of injury, n (%)
Traffic accident
44 (77.2)
25 (56.9)
Fall
13 (22.8)
9 (20.4)
Others
0
10 (22.7)
Injury Severity Score
19.7±1.4
13.3±1.7
<0.01
Open fracture, n (%)
6 (10.5)
12 (27.2)
<0.05
Ratio of cerebral lesions, n (%) 10 (17.5)
3 (6.8)
n.s.
Hemoglobin (g/dL)
10.9±0.2
11.1±0.3
n.s.
Creatinine phosphokinesis (IU/L) 561.5±65.0 645.2±208.9 n.s.
Prothrombin time (%)
78.2±3.4
89.0±3.7
<0.05
FDP (μg/mL)
330.3±52.7
37.2±4.2
<0.0001
Transfusion (U)
13.0±1.4
8.1±1.3
<0.05
Mortality rate, n (%)
12 (21.0)
2 (4.5)
<0.05

Table 2. The demographic and clinical characteristics according to the
FDP level in patients without head injuries
FDP>100
FDP≤100
Variables
P value
(n=47)
(n=41)
Age (years)
68.0±2.5
58.5±3.0
0.01
Sex (M/F)
26/21
30/11
0.08
Systolic blood pressure (mmHg)105.7±5.7
119.3±7.2
n.s.
Heart rate (beats/minute)
86.7±3.5
84.9±4.0
n.s.
Glasgow Coma Scale
12.2±0.6
11.8±0.6
n.s.
Type of injury, n (%)
<0.01
Blunt
47 (100)
35 (85.4)
Penetrating
0
6 (14.6)
Mechanism of injury, n (%)
Traffic accident
38 (80.9)
22 (53.8)
Fall
9 (19.1)
9 (21.9)
Others
0
10 (24.3)
Injury Severity Score
19.3±1.7
13.0±1.8
0.01
Open fracture, n (%)
5 (10.6)
12 (29.2)
<0.05
Hemoglobin (g/dL)
11.4±0.3
11.3±0.3
n.s.
Creatinine phosphokinesis (IU/L) 579.3±69.9 675.0±224.1 n.s.
Prothrombin time (%)
78.2±3.6
91.0±3.1
0.01
FDP (μg/mL)
347.7±63.5
34.9±4.3
<0.0001
Transfusion (U)
13.6±1.7
7.5±1.1
<0.01
Mortality rate, n (%)
10 (21.2)
2 (4.8)
<0.05

those in the FDP≤100 group. The ratio of females in the
FDP>100 group was greater than that in the FDP≤100
group; however, this difference was not significant.
The results of an analysis excluding patients with
head injury are shown in Table 2. The results showed
similar tendencies to the analysis of the overall cohort.
A weakly positive correlation was observed between the
FDP level and ISS (R=0.35, P=0.002); however, there
was no positive correlation between the FDP level and
the transfusion volume (R=0.17, P=0.9).
www.wjem.org
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DISCUSSION
This is a study to demonstrate that among trauma
patients who required a transfusion, patients with a
level of FDP over 100 ng/mL on arrival tended to have
a higher age, higher frequency of closed fractures, blunt
injury, severe trauma, greater volume of transfusion and
higher mortality in comparison with the FDP≤100 group.
A similar tendency remained even after the exclusion of
patients with head injury.
Previous reports have revealed that the FDP levels
increase because of trauma and the levels of FDP
correlated with the severity of the trauma. [4,14,15] The
mechanism of the positive correlation between the FDP
levels and the severity of the trauma might be a potential
explanation for an increase in the release of tissue factor,
which causes fibrinolysis or formation of a hematoma
depending on the severity of the trauma.[16,17] However,
drainage of the tissue factor or hematoma from the body
through penetrating or open wounds may explain the
finding that penetrating trauma patients or blunt trauma
patients with open fractures tended to have low levels of
FDP.
In the present study, more patients overall and more
elderly patients were observed in the FDP>100 group
than in the FDP≤100 group. Elderly or female patients
tend to have soft tissue or osteoporotic bone fragility.[18,19]
Accordingly, similar external energy might produce more
severe injuries in elderly or female patients than in young
or male patients. More severe injuries lead to higher
levels of FDP. This might be an explanation why more
patients overall and more elderly patients were observed
in the FDP>100 group in our study. Since Japan is a
super aging society and the number of elderly women
in the general population is increasing, the results of our
study may be affected.[20,21]
In our study, the mortality of the FDP>100 group
was significantly higher than that of the FDP≤100 group.
However, average vital signs such as the systolic blood
pressure, heart rate and GCS were not significantly
different between the two groups. The level of FDP on
arrival was positively correlated with the severity of
the trauma, which indicated the severity of anatomical
damage. Accordingly, the level of FDP in trauma patients
might be a useful biochemical marker even in patients
with stable vital signs.
There are some limitations in our study, including its
retrospective design and the small number of cases. We
also excluded patients who did not require a transfusion,
who were thought to have mild trauma because most
patients with mild injury did not receive blood test.
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Therefore, future prospective investigations with a
greater accumulation of patients are needed to further
study this issue.

CONCLUSION
The FDP levels may be a useful biochemical
parameter for the initial evaluation of the severity of
trauma and mortality even in blunt trauma patients
without head injury or with stable vital signs.
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